
Draft contracts more efficiently

Drafting a contract is a complex process that can take up a
lot of time and energy that might be better spent
executing on the deal itself. That’s why it’s so important to
create a document that makes you confident you can
deliver as promised at the optimized price for both parties.
At the same time, you need a document that will help you
understand the background of the deal, so you can track
your obligations and be proactive in meeting these
obligations and delivery dates.

Part of the Infor® Customer Experience Suite, Infor
Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM) helps improve the
creation, negotiation, execution, and management of
contracts throughout their development. With Infor CLM,
you can define and manage attributes to help ensure
corporate compliance, while also tracking changes from
version to version. In addition, the analytics-pricing engine
in Infor CLM allows you to automate pricing, costing, and
margin calculations to ensure accuracy and visibility.

Accelerate your sales cycles

The entire lifespan of a sales deal is

contained inside a contract, and its life

begins long before that contract is

signed. To create the best contract

possible and speed up your sales cycle,

your internal and external stakeholders

must all be working together to

minimize risk and liability, while also

guaranteeing that pricing, delivery

dates, and other attributes are accurate.

When you must ensure that all parties

are protected, you can't rely 

on boilerplate.

Infor Contract Lifecycle
Management (CLM)

Quickly and easily create, negotiate, execute,
manage, and analyze contracts with Infor CLM.

Customer Experience Suite



Infor CLM can help transform the way your
organization manages risk associated with
contract development, making it easy to
collaborate with internal and external
stakeholders, minimize liability, and control details
at each step. With Infor CLM, you can:

Dynamically create new contracts—Through
rules-based definitions, Infor CLM enables
dynamic contract creations, providing users with
policy guidance and compliance
recommendations through every stage of the
contracting process.

Review and monitor with ease—Infor CLM
increases visibility over terms, conditions, and
clauses. Instead of embedding these details into
long documents, the solution designates them as
attributes and presents them in the UI to allow
users to quickly see the key characteristics of
each contract.

Boost efficiency and user adoption—Infor CLM
is easy to learn. With Infor CLM, you get an
intuitive, consumer-grade user experience that is
optimized for all devices. The application’s
templates allow for customization so that users
can generate differentiated documents with ease.

Drive contracts to signature faster
With Infor CLM’s attribute-centric approach, you can track values, monitor dates and commitments, and set up
alerts and notifications, to help make the management of each contract, post-execution more efficient. And, to
help improve decision-making, you can draw comparisons to similar contracts, which gives you insights that go
beyond the contract that is currently in development.

Improve collaboration



Infor CLM delivers:

■   An attribute-centric architecture

■   Rules-based contract creation

■   Rich analytics

■   Fast customization

■   End-to-end visibility and 
compliance monitoring

■   An intuitive user experience

Increase managerial visibility
By doing away with a document-centric approach and incorporating an intuitive user experience design, Infor
CLM helps accelerate and streamline your enterprise contract processes. It also can help you shorten sales
cycles and reduce costs, while also generating context-rich analytics to help you manage risk and optimize
performance.

With Infor CLM, you can quickly assess proposed terms and conditions throughout the contract lifecycle, without
having to review all the specific details buried inside each individual document—saving you time and money,
while also providing better clarity during the negotiation stage.
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